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details become known at home and Congress and the public become
more and more exacerbated, we may be forced into a breach of
diplomatic relations. But if we can weather the storm, it seems just
possible that the net result of the incident will be to jolt the Japanese
Government into the realization that unless it exerts control over the
Army and Navy, such a breach is inevitable—and they certainly
don't want that, with all it would imply. The net result may there-
fore just possibly be salutary. But the question exists, can they exert
control? If repressive measures are taken, another February 26
incident may well occur in Tokyo. The Government itself is between
the devil and the deep sea. We know, however, that the Emperor
himself desires to take a hand in the situation, but will he be per-
mitted to do so ? Here we have one of the many paradoxes of Japan :
the Army and Navy are the Emperor's " children," faithfully serving
him, subject to his every wish and order—yet arbitrarily taking the
bit in their teeth, running amok, and perpetrating atrocities which
the Emperor himself cannot possibly desire or sanction.
The British are in the same boat with us, for their ships on the
Yangtze have also been attacked and Englishmen killed.
EMBASSY STATEMENT TO JAPAN'S INVESTIGATORS
OF THE PANAY SINKING
December 22, 1937
Landon's letter promising the President his support in matters
of foreign policy is published. I only wish that certain others would
board the same boat, but I should guess that their advocacy of our
scrapping our interests, national dignity, and prestige—if not our
national honour—in the Far East does not represent a majority of
American opinion. I should not think that the G.O.P. could make
much political capital out of the administration's policy and action
in this part of the world.
To-day's conference at the Embassy with Admiral Yamamoto and
other officers concerning the Panqy incident took place in my study,
with the floor strewn with maps, and the group sitting around in a
circle included the Vice-Minister of the Navy, Admiral Yamamoto,
Commander Takada, Colonel Shibayama, Lieutenant-Colonel Nishi,
Mr. YoshLzawa, Mr. Dooman, Captain Bemis, our new Naval
Attach^, and Major Creswell, our new Military Attache, and it
lasted for more than three hours. We were all impressed with the
apparently genuine desire and efforts of both Army and Navy to
get at the undistorted facts, but for a good many reasons this has
not been easy. I closed the conference with the following remarks :
May I make a very brief statement ? Do these officers under-
stand English? [The Ambassador was told by the interpreter
that the officers did understand English and that interpretation
was unnecessary.]

